Artec Industries
JL Bellypan

Install Instructions

INSTALL
TIME:
2-4 hrs

Diagram 1

Thank you for
your purchase of our Bellypan
Kit designed to protect the underside of your
JL Jeep Wrangler. All the pieces of this bellypan
are designed to fit very closely to each other for
a simple and precise assembly. If you have any
questions that are not answered in these instructions,
contact us at sales@artecindustries.com.
STEP 1. Unpack contents
of shipment. Make sure that
all of the parts required are
included with your kit. If any
items are missing, and packaging is damaged, KEEP ALL
ORIGINAL BOXES/PACKAGING and contact us.

PRO TIP: Install is

easiest with an empty
gas tank.

STEEL
VERSION:

The steel version JL4102
requires paint, powdercoat,
or some other coating to
prevent rusting. Perform
this prior to installation
of any of the parts of this
kit. Take care not to let too
much build-up occur in
the countersunk holes so
that the bolts fasten flush.

REQUIRED TOOLS

-18mm, 13mm sockets
-Socket extension
-2 ratchet straps
-7/32” Allen wrench
-8mm Allen wrench
-1/2” drill bit
-touch up paint
-any adhesive tape
-9/16”, 3/4”, 15/16”
wrenches

Bill of Materials

JL4101
JL4102

Part SKU Qty Hardware Name
HW0061 15

3/8” -16 x 1” Flat
Head Bolt

HW0097 9

M12 x 1.5mm x 40
mm Flat Head Bolt

HW0059 8

3/8” Flat Washer

HW0105 4

3/8”-16 X 1" Carriage Bolt

HW0019 8

3/8”-16 Lock Nut

HW0017 2

1/2”-13 Lock Nut

HW0067 1

5/8” -11 x 1” Hex
Bolt

HW0069 1

5/8” Flat Washer

HW0066 4

1/2” Flat Washer

HW0065 2

1/2” -13 x 1” Hex
Bolt

HW0035 6

3/8” -16 x .75” Button Head Bolt

HW0101 4

3/8” -16 x 1” Button
Head Bolt

HW0068 1

5/8” -11 Serrated
Hex Flange Lock Nut

HW0108 1

Rubber Strip 1/16”
thick x 3.5”W x 15”L

front of vehicle

STEP 2. Park vehicle on level
ground and engage parking
brake. If using a two post hoist,
lift from body mounts and not
frame as part of the frame will
be covered by bellypan.
STEP 3. Using 18mm and
13mm sockets, loosen the bolts
as indicated in diagram 2 and
remove the OEM transfer case
skid plate, exhaust skid, and
rear crossmember that overlaps
the gas tank. Some of these bolt
heads may be mangled from
rocks so using a slightly larger
socket or vice grips may be
necessary. Discard OEM skids
or fabricate a cool sculpture.

view from below

Diagram 2

NOTE: This product requires general mechanics skills and should only be installed by someone
capable of using basic tools. Artec Industries is not responsible for incorrect installation.*

STEP 4. Disassemble your ratchet straps so one end of your long side is just loose strap. Loosen the bolts shown
below for the gas tank skid but leave them slightly engaged so the skid and tank can drop a little but not come off.
Starting in the rear, use your hand to push the plastic tank up, creating a gap between the skid and tank. Insert the
strap end of your ratchet strap from the side near the lower control arm bracket and shimmy the strap between the
tank and skid until it comes out the other side. Assemble the ratchet to your strap, attach hooks to secure holes on
the vehicle and tighten straps. Repeat near the front. With your plastic tank completely supported by straps, you
may now completely loosen the bolts and remove the gas tank skid. Discard OEM skid or add to your sculpture.

front of vehicle

front of vehicle

Diagram 4

Diagram 3
Diagram 5

front of
vehicle
gas tank shown
transparent

STEP 5 - GAS TANK STRAPS. Locate the upper frame
crossmember in front of the lower control arm brackets as
shown in diagram 5. Reuse the OEM bolts from the gas tank
skid that you removed and attach part 15 (tank strap) around
the gas tank to the frame (a) and upper frame crossmember.
Tighten the bolts so they pull the tank up. Lay supplied
rubber strip (HW0108) on the flat section of part 11 where
the gas tank would make contact. Locate the threaded holes
in the frame in front of the middle body mounts. Take part 11
and using OEM bolts, fasten it to the frame to raise the tank
up higher in front. With both the crossmember and strap
tight, tighten your ratchet straps again so they support the
tank. Loosen the driver side bolt (b) on part 11 almost all the
way out so it can be easily unthreaded by hand.

STEP 6 - DRILLING. Fetch part 1 (t-case skid), two M12
Flat Head bolts (larger) and 8mm Allen Wrench. Place part
1 up against the factory crossmember and part 11. The driver side bolt on part 11 will prevent you from lining up the
holes, so with the skid plate pressed up to part 11 supporting
it, completely remove the OEM bolt on the frame. Move the
skid into position to line up with the hole on the frame (b)
and the hole on the OEM crossmember (c) as shown in diagram 6. Thread the two M12 bolts into these locations and
tighten until the skid plate is snug to the frame and crossmember. This should give you a location for drilling into the
frame at the end of the OEM crossmember as shown in the
diagram. Mark the center of the hole with a marker or centerpunch. Remove skid using reverse method making sure
to fasten bolt (a) again to part 11 again so it doesn’t hang.
Using 7/16” bit, drill into frame where you marked, remove
any burrs, and apply touch-up paint to resist rusting.

front of
vehicle
skid plate shown
transparent

Diagram 6

Artec Industries, LLC is not responsible or liable for improper installation of this kit. Use common sense when installing.
Variations in exhaust may necessitate modifications either to the exhaust or kit. Modified/used parts are not returnable.

NOTE: This product requires general mechanics skills and should only be installed by someone
capable of using basic tools. Artec Industries is not responsible for incorrect installation.*
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vehicle

Diagram 7

STEP 7- T-CASE SKID. Prior to reinstalling the tcase skid, insert parts 8 and 9 into the OEM crossmember as shown in diagram 7. The nut holes in
the nut strips should form a line with the OEM
holes in the crossmember and be towards the outer edges of the large cutouts in the crossmember.
Insert part 12 into the slot in the side of the
driver side frame directly above the hole you just
drilled as shown in diagram 8. Line the nut hole in
the bent nut strip with the drilled hole. Attach part
1 (t-case skid) to crossmembers as in previous step
and carefully thread 3/8” flat head bolts into the
nut strips so they don’t move. If they do move, use
a screwdriver to align them with the holes in the
skid plate. Mostly tighten only bolt (a) (see diagram 6) to keep gas tank in place but loosely fasten
all other holes in skid to crossmembers.

front of
vehicle

(shown transparent)

Diagram 8

STEP 8 - SMALL BRACKETS. Insert part 10
on top of part 1 as shown in diagram 9 so half front of
vehicle
of part 10 is hanging over for the gas tank skid
to bolt to. Loosely fasten two 3/8” flat head
bolts to the skid and plate.
In the rear of
the gas tank, very loosely fasten using OEM
hardware part 13 to the frame and part 14 to
Diagram 9
the upper crossmember in front of the rear
coil springs as shown in diagram 10. Keep
these bracket dangling loosely to aid installation of the gas tank skid.
To the sides of the engine, loosely
fasten part 4 to the forward-most hole on the passenger side motor mount frame bracket using 5/8” hardware
as shown in diagram 11. Loosely fasten part 5 to the driver side motor
mount frame bracket using the 1/2” hardware.

PRO TIP:

front of
vehicle

DO NOT FULLY TIGHTEN
BOLTS IN WHOLE KIT
UNTIL ALL BOLTS ARE
THREADED IN. This will
make small adjustments easier since this kit is designed to
fit together very tightly.

front of
vehicle

Diagram 11

Diagram 10

NOTE: This product requires general mechanics skills and should only be installed by someone
capable of using basic tools. Artec Industries is not responsible for incorrect installation.*

STEP 9 - GAS TANK SKID. Insert four 3/8” carriage bolts into the
for square holes in the back of the gas tank skid (part 3) with the bolt
heads facing into the gas tank area. Using a few pieces of tape, adhere
the bolt heads to the inside of the skid plate so they don’t fall out when
you lift and tilt the skid.
With the gas tank fully supported by
both parts 11 and 15 and the ratchet straps, loosen bolt (a) (see diagram 5) so only a few threads are engaged in the frame bolt. Ensure
that part 15 tab stays tight to the frame and not the bolt head because
you will be sliding the skid plate between the bolt head and part 15
Diagram 12
tab. Grab a few OEM frame bolts and a couple flat head 3/8” bolts
to be ready to fasten the gas tank skid plate to the vehicle. To make it easier (especially with the steel version),
ask a buddy to help you lift the gas tank skid and lift it towards the final position. Tilt the skid so the rear most
frame tab (slotted) can slide around the gas tank, over the recently loosened bolt (a) and under the tab of part
15. Once that slotted tab can move past the bolt head, you can level the skid plate again and line up the carriage
bolts to insert into parts 13 and 14. Use a couple of the OEM frame bolts and loosely fasten other tabs on the skid
to the frame and a 3/8” flat head bolt to the crossmember. Once the tank skid is supported by a few bolts, DISASSEMBLE RATCHET STRAPS AND REMOVE THE STRAPS. Loosely fasten the rest of the hardware to the
skid including 3/8” washers and lock nuts on parts 13 and 14. DO NOT TIGHTEN COMPLETELY UNTIL ALL
HARDWARE ON OTHER SKIDS ARE THREADED.
STEP 10 - OIL PAN SKID. Grab two M12 flat head bolts, four 3/8”x1” button head bolts, four 3/8” washers and
four 3/8” lock nuts. Raise the oil pan skid (part 2) up to the vehicle and line up the holes in the flat section to
the bolt holes in the OEM crossmember. Fasten only a few threads of the M12 flat head bolt through the skid
into the crossmember. This should allow the skid to droop an inch or so below the crossmember. Insert the four
3/8”x1” button head bolts into parts 4 and 5 and through the holes in the bent flanges on the skid at the front and
fasten very lightly using the 3/8” washers and lock nuts. Insert part 7 on the inside driver side flange of the skid
over the exhaust pipe with the bend facing the outside of the vehicle. Loosely fasten the rear holes with 3/8” flat
head bolts and the front holes with 3/8” x .75” button head bolts. Repeat for part 6 on the opposite side. Once all
the bolts are loosely fastened, tighten all of them. The rear most holes on part 7 are very tight to the exhaust and
you may need to tilt the loose skid slightly to get enough clearance to tighten.
STEP 10 - FINAL TIGHTENING. Ensure that every bolt hole has a bolt threaded into it. If so, begin tightening
every bolt. All the pieces have very tight tolerances so if something doesn’t tighten correctly, try loosening other
bolts a little. Once done, double check all bolts are tight and lower vehicle if on jacks or lift. Pat yourself on the
back and then go take the Jeep out on the rocks. CONGRATULATIONS!

NOTE: This product requires general mechanics skills and should only be installed by someone
capable of using basic tools. Artec Industries is not responsible for incorrect installation.*

